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Stability criteria are presented for linear functional equations of the retarded 
type: 
k(L) = Lx, , t 2 0, 
x0 =4, 
(1) 
where x is a continuous map from [-r, CO] to B, B is a Banach space, L is a 
continuous linear map from C([-Y, 01, B) to B, 4 and xt are in C([--r, 01, B) 
where xt is defined by x,(B) = x(t + 0). The existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to (1) are easily established (see [I]). If one defines a family of 
operators S(t), t > 0 on C([-Y, 01, B) by S(t) (b = xt where x is the solution 
to (1) with x0 = +, then it is easily shown [l] that S(t) is a strongly continuous 
semigroup over C([-Y, 01, B). This article investigates the stability of (1) 
by applying the spectral mapping theorems developed by Hille and Phillips 
[4], and the Phillips-Myadera result [2] to the infinitesimal generator A of 
w * 
THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR OF ,S(t) 
The following result characterizes the infinitesimal generator A of S(t) 
over C[(-r, 01, B). Denote 
D(A) G 14~ C([-r,O], B): $E C([-Y,O], B) and$$(O) =L#/ , 
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Result 1. The domain of A is D(A) and for $ E D(A), 
A$ = Sd+ldt’. 
It is a straightforward exercise to show that if $ is contained in D(A) then 
A$ = +d+/dB and likewise if $ is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator 
of S(t) that 4 E D(A) and A+ = +d+/dO. 
IMPLICATION OF SPECTRAL THEOREMS ON THE 
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF b’(t) 
Result 2. If w E R is such that [A - L,(X)]-l exists for all complex h with 
Re(h) > W, where L,(A) is a bounded linear operator on B defined by 
L,(h) x = L{exp(hB) .a} with z E B, (2) 
then there exists a C and E > 0 such that 
II Wll < C exp(w - 4 t for all t > 0. (3) 
Proof. Let 9 be an arbitrary element of C([-r, 01, B) and consider the 
equation (A - A) 4 = 4. It is easily shown that there exists a solution 
$ E D(A) if and only if [A - L,(h)] has an inverse on B with 
W> = exp(W [A - WW1 [N9 - -L ts,” exp(YB - 5)) $(5) d5/] 
- f ’ exp(W - 5)) #(5) 45 
(4) 
0 
From (4) it follows that A - A has a continuous inverse whenever 
[A - L,(X)]-l exists. Since {A: [A - L,(h)]-l exists} is open it follows that there 
exists an E > 0 such that Re[u(A)] < w - E, where o(A) denotes the 
spectrum of A. 
From (1) it follows that S(t) 4 E D(A) for t > r and for all4 E C([-r, 01, B) 
thus [4, Theorem 10.3.51 implies that S(t) is continuous in the uniform 
operator topology for t > r. Hence 
u(S(t)) U [0] = etotA) (5) 
by [4, Theorem 16.4.11. It follows by definition that the spectral radius of 
S(t) obeys 
Wt)) -=c exp(w - (4% t, Vt > 0. 
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Thus by Theorem 4.7.3 of [4] it follows that there exists an N(t) such that 
II Wt)ll = II s(nt)ll < exp +J - (4)) t, 
The result follows. 
\Jn 3 N. 
IMPLICATION OF THE PHILLIPS-MIYADERA THEOREM 
The following result is an application of the Phillips-Miyadera theorem [2] 
to A. 
Result 3. If there exists a K and w E R such that, for n > 0, 
II (A - co)-+l dn n! dh” [h -Lo(X)]-1 11 < K for all h E R, h > W, (6) 
where L,(h) is a bounded operator on B defined by 
L,(h) z = L(exp(h0) z}, 
then there exists a C such that // S(t)11 < C exp(wt). 
Furthermore, if // S(t)11 < C exp(wt) then there exists a K E R such that the 
above is true. 
Proof of Result 3. Let #E C([-r, 01, B) and consider the equation 
(A - A)” 4 = +k It can be shown that this equation has a solution 4 E D(A) 
if and only if [A - L,(h)]-l exists on B and further that 
7W> = 6 expV4 [fl - G&W [-W + L 11’ exp(A(8 - 17)) y(q) do/] 
0 
+ Pl se ex&W - d) Yd dv (7) 
0 
Y(0) is in B” defined by Yi(0) = -&,,#(0) * A and Lo(h) are bounded opera- 
tors on Bn defined by 
nii = 6,$ - si+l,j ) and Lo(A) x = L{exp(AB) z>, 
and PI is the projection of an element in B” into its first element. 
Noting that 
[A -Lo(A)];l = 0, i>j, 
= fi $Z+ [A -L,(A)]-‘, j >, i, 
(8) 
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it follows with a little effort that 
(9 II Pl exp(W [A - t,(W Y(O)11 < K mm[~~$wr)l I( $(O)ll , 
(ii) 
(iii) 11 PI I,B expV(e - 7)) Vd 4 11 
< ma417 exP(-wr>l max II #(@II 
(A - OJ), -TZ$(O 
Thus there exists a constant C such that 
IV - A)-” II < C/P - WY for all h > w, 
and the Phillips-Miyradera theorem implies the desired result. 
The converse follows by noting that 
He> = z exp(#) E W--r, 01, B) for all x E B and y > 0. 
Let 4 I (A + A)-” 9; then clearly, 
but II MUI = II PJ~ - ~oGV-l P + WI WY where lim,,, II O(y)ll 




(A - cop+1 
n! Jj g [A -~om-l 11 G c. 
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION 
The results are currently being applied to sequence problems of the type 
&,, = Nxnt + Mx,+ > 1, (11) 
where B is a Banach space, x, are continuous maps from E-r, co] to B, 
x,~ E C([-Y, 01, B), N and Mare bounded operators from C([-r, 01, B) to B. 
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Interest in such problems arose from the study of the control of long strings 
of vehicles, in which case B = Ra and (11) represents the system 
z, + bin(t) + c8,(t - Y) + z&p - Y) 
= c&-1(t - Y) + dzn-l(t - r), n 3 1. 
(12) 
If we denote by X the space of square summable infinite sequences of vectors 
from R2, we find by Result 2 that (12) g enerates an asymptotically stable 
semigroup on C([-r, 01, X) for d < 1 and b, r, and c satisfying certain 
stability criteria. However, the most physically meaningful case is when 
d = 1. For this case, w must be >0 in Result 2, thus stability cannot be 
established. As yet, we are unable to apply Result 3 successfully to this 
problem. 
As an indication of the methods used in applying our results to sequence 
problems, consider the following first-order example: 
2?,(t) = -z,(t - Y), 
kgt) = -x,(t - Y) + h&t - r), n > 2. 
(13) 
Let X be the Banach space of square summable sequences x = (a1 , z2 ,..., 
z, ,...} with 
I/ x 112 = ; x,2. 
7l=l 
Then (13) can be written dx(t)/dt = Bx(t - Y), where B is the infinite- 
dimensional matrix 
B= 
(-1) 0 0 0 ... 
I3 (-1) 0 ... 
0 b (-1) x ... 
0 0 b (-1) .** 
The operator X - L,(h) is then 
For [X - L,(h)]-i to exist on X, we need (h + e-rl) # 0 and le-r*b(h + 
e-rA)-l 1 < 1. These conditions are satisfied for all h with Re(h) > 0, if 
0 < r < n/2, 
b2 < y$[ 1 + y2 - 2~ sin my]. 
(14) 
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Thus, for b and r satisfying (14), there are positive constants C and E such 
that II 4l < C exp(-4 II x0 II , where x0 is the initial value (zr, , z2, ,..., 
z n, ,...}. The stability region for (13) is plotted in Fig. 1. 
b UNSTABLE 
b2=min Il+y2-2ysln(ry)l 
.5 1 2 ll r  
FIG. 1. Stability region for (13). 
If (13) is stable, [h - Al-r must exist for all h with Re(h) > 0, where A 
is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup giving the solution to (13). 
And since [h - L,(X)]-l exists wherever [X - Al-1 exists, if 
b2 > r$[l + y2 - 2y sin ry], 
/ 
then [h - L,(h)]-l does not exist for some X with Re(X) > 0 and (13) is 
unstable. 
On the line b2 = min,20[ 1 + y2 - 2y sin ry], we know that (13) does not 
generate an asymptotically stable semigroup on C([-r, 0] X). However, we 
are as yet unable to apply Result 3 to determine stability successfully. 
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